




                                    About us

Fiorantina is a multinational company of Spanish origin and 
a world leader in Natural Stone production and supply. Established
in 2004 and run by an experienced team, who share a passion for 
natural stone and highly specialised knwoledge of the sector.

Fiorantina has grown and strongly expanded, becoming  
a global model in the industry, offering the most diverse range a global model in the industry, offering the most diverse range 
of natural stones  with over 150 varieties to choose from, 
including a selection of marbles, quartzites, onyx, granites, 
travertines, limestones and sandstones.

High standards of production, competitive price and extensive 
customer care strategy helped us to gaine reputation of one of the 
most reliable companies occupying a competitive position in national 
and international markets.and international markets.

We are selecting materials based on their supreme quality and beauty, 
and can truly define them as an “art of nature”. Our quality 
management team checks each bundle - slab by slab to assure 
the perfect stone will be delivered to our clients in the 
most perfect condition.

Across the Globe, we aspire to excel in service - to our customers, 
associates and community. That’s what leadership means for us.associates and community. That’s what leadership means for us.
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Arabescato Corchia                                                                          Ref: 01

Natural Italian marble with white surface with deep grey 
veining. The stone is well polished and aesthetically breathtaking. 
Arabescato Corchia indeed is one of the most luxurious 

elements you can incorporate into a house.



The part of the Italian Alps fulfilled with a creamy 
background and a range of colorful veins.  The marble is 

ideal for classical designs.

Arabescato Fantastico                                                                    Ref: 02



Natural Italian marble with light veins combined with 
   different shades of brown, grey and ochre background. 
   Premium marble reflects elegance and modernism in 

interior design.  

Arabescato Brown                                                                      Ref: 03



Beautiful Italian marble of dark or light grey color with white and 
golden veins, this particular color variation makes it unique and elegant. 
This attractive pattern and veining combined with its unique features 

makes it one of the top seller marbles 
on the Italian stone market.

Arabescato Orobico Grigio                                                                   Ref: 04



Arabescato Orobico Rosso quarried in north of Italy, 
this marble has amazing colors from red to white all over 
the surface. Highly recommended for interior decor.

Arabescato Orobico Rosso                                                           Ref: 05



Rich toffee brown colored Spanish marble with soft white and 
golden lines. The stone gives a luxury and modern effect to any 
interior design. Adding  Armani Bronze into interior will make

 your home look expensive and rich. 

Armani Bronze                                                                        Ref: 06



Blue Bahia Granite                                                                  Ref: 07

The exotic navy blue color with white clustering 
and green veining gives a subtle look to the kitchen 
countertops, windowsills and floors. Azul Bahia is 
polished finish granite that comes in beautiful texture.



The refined and sophisticated classic Italian marble with gray 
shades and light veining. Bianco Carrara meets the needs of traditional 
contemporary, that’s why this stone is one of the demanding choices of 

interior designers.

Bianco Carrara                                                                       Ref: 08



Breathtaking Volakas from Greece featuring a white 
background accented with large grey veins and swatches of 
pale burgundy. This versatile material compliments many 

design styles.

Volakas                                                                            Ref: 09



Beautiful Blanco Ibiza marble that became super popular 
among interior designers nowadays. The stone has a white background, 

completed with a few bluish-grey veins and shades. 

Bianco Ibiza                                                                         Ref: 10



Blue Macaubas is a natural piece of 
art from Brazil. This quartzite has
 varying shades  of blue background 
completed with white and light-blue 
veining, which makes it precious and 

truly unique.

Blue Macaubas                                                                                Ref: 11



Blue Savanna is a precious quartzite with 
beautiful veining that creates an inspiring movement. 
The textures and colors offer great creativity.  Blue 

Savanna is true peace of natural art. The best choice due 
to its beauty, versatility, and durability.

Blue Savanna                                                                     Ref: 12



Veria Green is a green marble with white veins quarried in Greece.  
One of the highly demandable marbles due to its distinctive look and 

precious rarity for a range of applications.

Veria Green                                                                       Ref: 13



Beautiful Brazilian quartzite colored with emerald
 green background. The stone has shades of amber with electric 
green and hints of red veins, which makes it the true peace 

of natural art.

        Botanic Green                                                                         Ref: 14



Sophisticated Italian marble with light creamy background. 
The stone is completed with golden veins and elegant texture. 
Botticino is perfect for traditional and classical interior design.

Botticino                                                                             Ref: 15



Beautiful white Italian marble naturally decorated 
with various gray shades and veins. The stone has a distinctive 

look and precious rarity for a range of applications. 

Calacatta                                                                         Ref: 16



Another beautiful member of the Calacatta marbles
 family decorated with orange veins and various shades 

of white background.  

Calacatta Macchia Vecchia                                                              Ref: 17



One of the most breathtaking and prestigious stones 
in the world. This marble is quarried in the mountains of 
Carrara Italy and is a great luxury completion of modern and 
classic interior design. The stone has a white background 

with elegant golden veins. 

Calacatta Gold                                                                          Ref: 18



Sahar Noir                                                                            Ref: 19

Incredible Tunisian marble with a black background characterized 
by warm orange, white and deep golden veining. The stone is loved 

by interior designers.



Calacatta Vagli                                                                        Ref: 20



Calacatta Viola is a highly-valued brecciated marble 
from Italy. The unique stone is incorporating classic white and an 

upscale burgundy color with white 
and creamy hued background. 

Calacatta Viola                                                                                 Ref: 21



Pure white crystal surface with soft veins, spots and 
sophisticated grey-toned shapes.  The marble comes from 

Toscana, Italy and can easily win the 
heart of any designer.

Statuarietto                                                                       Ref: 22



White Portugal marble with various shades of grey, 
dark blue and beautiful ornaments.  Smooth and beautiful Carradinha 
has timeless elegance. The stone can be beautifully fitted to any 

kind of interior and exterior design. 

     Carradinha                                                                              Ref: 23



One of the best marbles of Spain with a beige 
background and soft dramatic veins of white, yellow
 and occasionally gold. The stone has beige texture with 
warm color, easy to combine with, which makes it one 

of favorite choices of designers.

     Crema Matfil                                                                        Ref: 24



Elegant Diano Reale is one of the famous marbles of Italy. 
The stone has a creamy beige background with a banded structure 
and an impressive mix of swirling veins and coffee tone shells.  

     Daino Reale                                                                              Ref: 25



Greek marble with a black and grey 
background. It captures the beauty and 
the texture of a very remarkable piece 

of craftsmanship.  

     Damas Grey                                                                              Ref: 26



- Dark brown marble of Spain with defined fine-grain veins. Unique deep brown 
colored background highlights the beauty of this stone. Dark Emperador is a reflection

 of elegance, style and charming environment.  

     Dark Emperador                                                                        Ref: 27



Diamond Grey is a good-looking marble quarried in 
Turkey. The stone has a grey background with different 
shades.  It is ideal for interior and exterior projects.  

     Diamond Grey                                                                        Ref: 28



Classic and popular Italian marble with a crystal white 
background and elegant gray veins that run across the slab. 
Statuario will surely enhance any space and design style.  

Statuario                                                                       Ref: 29



Sophisticated Eramosa is one of the most precious marbles 
from Canada. It is a vein-cut stone which incorporates a variety of 

brown tones.  Eramosa gives its beautiful look 
in interior applications.

Eramosa                                                                                   Ref: 30



Sophisticated Saint Laurent with black crystal 
background in cocoa tones completed with orange-goldish veins. 
It is impossible to ignore the beauty of Saint Laurant. 

Saint Laurent                                                                       Ref: 31



One of the most unique and 
extravagant marbles of the
World. Emerald green color 
reflects the depth of a sea 
completed with several hues of 
green veins, which gives an 
exotic look to the stone. exotic look to the stone. 
The true charm of India..

Verde India                                                                       Ref: 32



Exclusive Italian marble with warm yellow tones.  
Sophisticated stone with fine grain is mainly used for interior design. 
Giallo Reale is notorious for being an elegant option to warm the interior. 

     Giallo Reale                                                                        Ref: 33



Beautiful Verde Atlantico from Portugal 
with precious texture reflecting tones and 
waves of Atlantic Ocean with various shades 
of green color. Green marble is a major trend 
that is taking over the interior design world 

right now. 

Verde Atlantico                                                                       Ref: 34



Luxurious green marble from Alpes of 
Italy. The stone has hues of white and 
dark green completed with white veins.  
The opulence and vibrancy of the marble 
make it a favorite among designers. 

Verde Alpi                                                                       Ref: 35



Sophisticated Fantasy Grey marble with dark grey and light 
grey background completed with orange goldish veins running 

through the surface. This chic grey marble is an ideal fit for a modern 
and extravagant interior.

     Grey Fantasy                                                                        Ref: 36



Various distinct white veins riddled to the deep, but shiny grey 
surface. The sober and neutral background of Grey Fiora Marble, 

adorned with a fine white web, brightens up any room.

     Grey Fiora                                                                        Ref: 37



Rosso Levanto                                                                            Ref: 38

Italian Rosso Levanto is characterized by a 
red-purple surface covered with glossy white veins and 
reddish pigmentation. The beautiful contrast of colors from 

deep red with some green shades.



Beautiful Grey Marina that creates an atmosphere of 
inner peace due to its deep tones. Grey dramatic surface is completed 

with white sophisticated veins. 

     Grey Marina                                                                        Ref: 39



Unique Infinite Grey with a mix of blue, white and grey 
tones completed with deep golden veins.  Infinite Grey will give 

a sophisticated touch to interiors.  



Elegant Pirgon Alas from northern Greece with white 
background characterized by the presence of grey veins 
and spots throughout its surface. Its sophisticated look 

will suit any project.

   Pirgon Alas                                                                           Ref: 41



Another member of the precious Emperador family 
from Spain.  The stone is characterized by white veins and creamy tones 
on brownie-beige background. Since it is a very light shade of brown, 

it brings coziness to any environment.

   Light Emperador                                                                           Ref: 42



Magma                                                                           Ref: 43

Elegant Magma from Brazil with beautiful patches on a 
black background and golden veins. Different tones of yellow, 

orange and brown running through the stone.



- Sophisticated marble from Portugal with a mix of pink, 
grey, and white tones on the surface. The texture is characterized 
by a medium grain structure and is highly appreciated by architects 

and interior designers.

Rosa Portuguesa                                                                        Ref: 44



   Nero Marquina                                                                           Ref: 45

Premium quality marble from the north of Spain. The stone has a fine and compact 
grain with a black background and white veins. Nero Marquina gained recognition 

worldwide due to its beautiful black color.



   New Portoro                                                                           Ref: 46

One of the extravagant,
 the most prestigious and
 luxurious Italian New 
Portoro, with the elegant
 characteristic coloring of 
gold and white veins b
eautifully contrasted eautifully contrasted 
across a sleek black 
background. 



   Palissandro Blue                                                                           Ref: 47

Natural Italian marble with dark blue and light blue 
veins, which dominate the overall slab surface, completed 
with some brown veins. This natural stone has a fancy look, 

which is very suitable for the decoration 
of high-end projects.



   Palissandro Brown                                                                           Ref: 48

Italian Palissandro brown is characterized 
with excellent texture, brown veins and different 
shades of brown running through the slab, which 

can bring elegance to any interior



   Palissandro Nuvolato                                                                           Ref: 49

Palissandro Nuvolato has crystal white suface, 
completed with grey veins and different 
shades of brown running through the slab.



   Pietra Grey                                                                           Ref: 50

Pietra Grey is a beautiful greyish marble with subtle white veins.
The stone is very dense and consistent. Pietra grey is ideal for minimalist 

ambiences or in combination with others.



Pink Shiffon                                                                               Ref: 51

- Beauty of Morocco covered with shades of 
beige and pink tones. Brown veins are running 

through the slab making harmony 
and a sophisticated look.



Rosa Arabescato                                                                   Ref: 52

Rosa Arabescato reflects a perfect 
combination of soft pink, beige with 
white accents. The marble looks super 
artistic and will be a rich addition to any 

interior design.



Prima Venus                                                                            Ref: 53

Bright, White and precious stone from Greece. 
The surface is covered with grey spots and veins. Marble provides 

illusion of greater spaciousness.



Red Alicante                                                                            Ref: 54

Red Alicante marble is a very durable and resistant material, 
that is quarried in the sounth of Spain.The color of 
this marble, the versatility and character allows to adapt 

to all types of rooms and custom projects.



Patagonia Quartzite                                                                Ref: 55

Patagonia - presious quartizte
from Brazil. The stone has elegant 
texture and beautiful surface completed
with gold and dark brown veins. The 
backlight makes this stone even more

breathtaking.



Calacatta Portuguesa                                                                 Ref: 56

Beautiful marble from Portugal with shades of 
white, grey, blue, brown and cream colors. The stone 
is presented with different shapes of texture and is 
a great addition to interior and exterior design.



Red Kristal                           Ref: 57

Panda                               Ref: 59

Rosso Golzar                        Ref: 58

Ref: 57-60

Calacatta Wings                     Ref: 60



Diamond White                    Ref: 61

Grey Khenifra                   Ref: 64

Ref: 61-64

Dover White                         Ref: 62

Blue Sky                             Ref: 63



Estremoz Cream                       Ref: 65

Green Lady                             Ref: 67

Fior Grigio                         Ref: 66

Crema Valencia                     Ref: 68

Ref: 65-68



Botanic Green Wave                                                                 Ref: 69

Botanic Green Wave is an exotic Brazilian quartzite with 
elegant green tones. Admiring this material it’s like getting deep 
into the lush jungle. Its veins draw amazing shapes. Botanic 

Green Wave beauty is combined with 
the highest resistance of quartzite.



Venom                                                                         Ref: 70

Venom is a Brazilian quartzite with a 
unique and noble design. Venom is super 
ressistant material. Beside the hardness the 
material combines beautiful texture, aesthetics 

and greate durability



Taj Mahal Quartzite                                                                 Ref: 71

Taj mahal quartzite is one of the 
crown jewels. Its colors are reminiscent of 
the beautiful Taj Mahal monument. White 
blends subtly with pale beige in its striations 

marked by delicate darker veins.
Elegance and stregth are assured.



Apollo White Quartzite                                                                 Ref: 72

Apollo White is a Brazilian quartzite with an exclusive design 
that is becoming popular among architects and designers.

The hardness of this material offers a espectacular quality and 
indisputable aesthetic. Apollo White is the best option if you 

are looking for style and durability.



Kalahari Quartzite                                                                 Ref: 73

Kalahari is a quarzite that mixes the most 
beautiful beige tones drawing what look like 
dunes of the amazing desert. This material 
guarantees the hardness and easy maintenance 
of the quartzite. Kalahari brings exclusive 

elegance to your design projects.



Blue Roma Quartzite                                                               Ref: 74

Blue Roma is a spectacular 
quartzite. Its antique blue 
radiates serenity as well as 
strength. A Brazilian treasure 
that combines beauty and 

resistance. 



Alpinus Granite                                                               Ref: 75

This magnificent stone from Brazil has a partially 
translucent creamy-white background painted with 
swirling grey patterns and bold black circles.
Alpinus is a very durable and heat-resistant 
material so it has a wide range of applications, 
such as kitchen countertops, bathroom vanity tops, 

walls, floors and so on.walls, floors and so on.



Mont Blanc Quartzite                                                               Ref: 76

Mont Blanc is a precious quartzite from Brazil.
The stone has beigy-white surface completed with 
sophisticated grey and brown veins. Sugary 

crystalline face provides both - quality and visual 
stimulation. 



Fusion Quartzite                                                                   Ref: 77

Fusion quartzite is a multicolor natural 
stone typically dominated by blue shades 

and various rusty tones. 

Beautiful and Trendy texture makes this
type of stone indeal for kitchen countertops, 
bathroom vanities, bar tops, accent walls 

and moreand more.



Beautiful blue onyx with blue background completed with hints of white swirling across 
the striking waves of blue tones. Apart from visual elegance and beauty, blue onyx crystal provides 

positive energy to any interior..

Blue Onyx                                                                      Ref: 001



Coca Cola onyx is a beige-reddish colored 
decorative stone that adds warmth to interiors and 
makes your home look expensive and rich.

Coca Cola Onyx                                                                   Ref: 002



Beautiful Coffee Onyx decorated with brown 
chocolate color background, dark veins, and sometimes 
white shades that provide a majestic impression to any 

property.

Coffee Onyx                                                                    Ref: 003



Cream Ivory Onyx has a beige surface that is completed 
with brown and dark brown veins. The backlight makes this
kind of stone perfect decoration for wall applications. 

Cream Ivory                                                                      Ref: 004



Esmeralda Onyx                                                                 Ref: 005

Green onyx is a reflection of strength 
and willpower. The stone has a green background 
with a chaotic texture and an impressive mix of 

swirling veins.



Golden Silk Onyx                                                                    Ref: 006

Golden silk onyx vessel sink is chiseled into a 
beautiful basin from a large block of natural onyx, 
a type of marble. This sink is colored in swirling 

patterns of burnt umber. 



Green Esmeralda Onyx                                                           Ref: 007



Honey Onyx                                                                 Ref: 008

Extravagant beige brown honey onyx with beautiful well-organized 
shades, textures, and veining. This stone is ideal for interior design 

applications. 



Lava Onyx                                                                          Ref: 009



Lemon Onyx                                                                     Ref: 010



Cappuccino Onyx                                                                Ref: 011



Ocean Onyx                                                                     Ref: 012



Rainbow Onyx                                                                        Ref: 013



Charming Amber Orange Onyx with parallel beige
yellowish veins. 

Amber Orange Onyx                                                             Ref: 014



Pearl Grey                                                                         Ref: 015

Pearl Grey Onyx is characterized by various shades 
of beige and grey color.  This stone is a fancy addition 

to any kind of interior application.   



Pink Onyx                                                                          Ref: 016



Green Pistachio                                                                    Ref: 017



Red Esmeralda                                                                    Ref: 018

Zebra Onyx                                                                    Ref: 019

Zebra onyx will bring tranquility and inner 
peace to your interior. The stone has a yellow, 
beige background with a sophisticated texture that 

makes it look super artistic and rich 

Unique Red Esmeralda is characterized by an amazing 
texture of red, beige, orange, and brown lines. This versatile 

material compliments many design styles.



Red Onyx marble is a sophisticated 
luxurious natural stone mainly used for 
indoor applications like wall coverings.

Red Onyx                                                                             Ref: 020



Famous White Onyx creates an atmosphere 
of inner peace due to its cloudy texture completed 

with light red and orange veins.

White Onyx                                                                   Ref: 021



Yellow Picasso is a precious onyx stone.
Spectacular yellow surface partnering 
with beautiful brown veins. 

and with multicolored exotic texture.

Yellow Picasso Onyx                                                               Ref: 022



Agate                                                                            Ref: 023
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